The fluidity of application markets complicate smart-phone security. The analytical methods used mainly are the reverse engineering-based analysis and the sandbox-based analysis. Such methods are can be analyzed in detail. But, they take a lot of time and have a one-time payout. In this study, we develop a system to monitor that mobile application permissions at application update. This study is a service-based malware analysis, it will be based on the mobile security study.
Introduction
People use smartphones for many of the same purposes as desktop computers: web browsing, social networking, online banking, and more. Smartphones also
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provide features that are unique to mobile phones, like SMS messaging, constantly updated location data, and ubiquitous access. As a result of their popularity and functionality, smartphones are a burgeoning target for malicious activities.
Android Update Attack
The first technique typically piggy-backs the entire malicious payloads into host apps, which could potentially expose their presence. The second technique makes it difficult for detection. Specifically, it may still repackage popular apps. But instead of enclosing the payload as a whole, it only includes an update component that will fetch or download the malicious payloads at runtime. As a result, a static scanning of host apps may fail to capture the malicious payloads. While some embed root exploits that allow for silent installation of additional apps without user intervention, we here focus on other variants that use the update attacks without root exploits. We develop a system to monitor that mobile application permissions at application update.
Mobile Application Permission Monitoring System
Monitoring System for Permission Request by Application keeps track of permission requests from various applications. Permission request is a part of the installation of Android applications and the same process is done when the applications are updated. Therefore, it is possible to monitor permission requests from applications upon update by tracking the AndroidManifest.xml file of an application software or by tracking the system function that requests permission.
First, the monitoring system should detect the event of app installation (including update). This system inherits the BroadcastReceiver object and has the authority to access various Android system events. It collects the broadcast messages, filters the information on adding an application or updates among the messages, and obtains the information on the app from the filtered messages. This system uses the Intent object to detect the update events. Upon the occurrence of an application event, the onReceive() method of the corresponding application is called, and the Intent object passed as an argument contains the event status values. This system monitors the permission request status when applications are installed by using the values of Intent object. The system has been designed to detect the application update event when the Intent object of Intent.ACTION_PACKAGE_ADDED. Upon the detection of application installation event, this system accesses the application that generated the event and saves the requested permission in the files by date.
Fig 2. Overview of Monitoring System for Application Permission
The theory of operation for the Monitoring System for Application Permission is as follows. Context object passed as the first argument of the onReceive() is used. PackageManager object can be obtained using the getPackageManager() method of the Context object, and the PackageInfo object can be obtained from the PackageManager. PackageInfo object contains various package information as well as the application permission request information, which is how this system can search the permission request from the installed applications. When the monitoring system is executed, it generates and outputs the list of all previously collected files. The file list contains the package name with message reception time stamp so that users can search various information including the time of installation, requested permission, and permission request history.
Since the name of the application and installation time are saved along with the requested permission, a new file will be generated for the same application if the date is different.
Fig 3. Change Event List of Application Permission Request
Files containing this information can be checked through the corresponding monitoring system application, and this system creates groups by the label of each application. Users can check the list of files categorized by label from the first screen. When one of the items in the list is selected, the list organized by date can be checked again. Select the date and press the OK button to view the list of permission requests for the corresponding date. In case of applications installed after installation of this monitoring system, the entire history of permission requests from initial installation and all updates are saved for systematic management and analysis.
Fig 4. Permission Request Status of Such Application
This system to monitor the permission request by application allows users to search the relationship between application services and permission requests. Also, users can check the history of permission requests from each application and manage the applications accordingly.
Conclusions
A system to monitor permission requests from mobile applications was studied for security reasons as many application malicious codes created by tampering permission requests have been discovered recently. Users can use this system to check the permission request history of each application and manage applications. This application monitoring system saves the date and requested permission obtained from the initial installation event of an application. And, when the application is updated, the permission requests and update dates after the update are compared with the existing requests. Mobile terminals with this permission monitoring system save all history of permission requests from the installation to any updates of applications for the purpose of systematic management and analysis. This monitoring system can be used for various research such as pattern analysis of applications that abuse the permission request system and Android permission requested by malicious codes. In the future we will use this system to find patterns using the relationship between application services and requested permissions and will devise a more advanced system to validate applications using this information.
